
 25-29, May /2020 

NB*To clearly understand the question, please see worked example under each 

topic and follow similar way 

 Date  Year 7 (From Course book) 

Monday 

Topic:-Interpreting and drawing pictograms, bar charts, bar-line 

graphs and frequency diagrams 

LO: -  Draw and interpret Pictograms and bar charts  

*Read points about Pictograms and bar charts  mentioned 

 on page 181. 

* See the worked example 19.1 and  understand the way  

Pictograms and bar charts will be drawn  

Tuesday 

Topic:- Interpreting and drawing pictograms, bar charts, bar-line 

graphs and frequency diagrams  

LO: -  Draw and interpret  Bar line graph 

* Read points about bar line graph and frequency diagram 

mentioned on page 182. 

* See the worked example 19.1c and 19.1D  and  understand the 

way how Bar line graph is drawn 

Wednesday 

Topic:-Exercise 19.1 pages 183 

LO:- Answer question based on the given  Pictograms, bar charts  

 No1,2,3, 4  

*Based on the worked example try answer the question 

Thursday 

Topic:- Interpreting and drawing pie charts  

LO:-  Draw and interpret  pie charts 

Read points about  pie charts  mentioned on page 185. 

* See the worked example 19.2 and  understand the way how to 

draw and interpret  pie charts  for the given information 

Friday 

Topic:-Exercise 19.2 

LO:- Answer question about  interpreting and drawing pie charts 

*Based on the worked example try answer the question 

page 185 &186  No 1,2,4 

Saturday  

&Sunday 

*Study  all activity given for  Test 

*To clearly understand the question, please see worked example 

under each topic and follow similar  way 



 1-5, June/2020 Revision week 

 

NB* To clearly understand the question, please see worked example under each 

topic and follow similar way 

Date  Year 7(From Course book) 

Monday 

Topic:-Drawing conclusions 

LO:- Draw conclusions based on the shape of graphs and simple 

statistics 

*Read the main points mentioned on page 187 and see worked 

example19.3 

 

Tuesday 

Topic:-Exercise 19.3 

LO:-Answer question related to drawing conclusions . 

*following the worked example step, try to work out the drawing 

conclusions  

Page188  NO 1,3,5 

Wednesday 

Topic:-Summery 

LO:-  Revise about  Interpreting and discussing results  by reading 

the main points of each lesson and refer back to the worked 

example and exercise 

*see the summery points mentioned on page 189 

Thursday 

Topic:-End of unit review (page 190) 

LO:- answer the unit review question. page 190 

No 1and 2 

Friday 

Topic:-End of unit review (page190) 

LO:- answer the unit review question. page 190  

No 3and 4 

Saturday  

&Sunday 

*Study  all activity given for  Test 

 



 8-12, June/2020 Revision week 

Remark *I would like to encourage you to Refer the previous unit and workout 

on End of year review exercise on page 191 and 192.This may help you to 

prepare yourself for Cambridge Assessment that will be given on June. 

 

Date  Year 7(From Course book) 

Monday 

Revision  

*Please go to unit 1,2,3,4 and refer the basic concepts of Integers, 

sequences, place value ,length, mass and capacity and try to recall 

what we have learn 

*Having the concept on the above unit, Please answer question no 

1,2,3,4,5,11 from End of Year Review on page 191 &192 

Tuesday 

Revision  

*Please go to unit 3,4 and refer the basic concepts of Integers, 

sequences, place value ,length, mass and capacity and try to recall 

what we have learn 

*Having the concept on the above unit, Please answer question no 

6,14,15,16 from End of Year Review on page 191&192 

Wednesday 

Revision  

*Please go to unit 5,6,7,8 and refer the basic concepts of Angles, 

planning and collecting data, fractions  and symmetry and try to 

recall what we have learn 

*Having the concept on the above unit, Please answer question no 

7,8,9,10 of End of Year Review on page 191&192 

 

Thursday 

Revision  

*Please go to unit 9,13,14,15,16, and refer the basic concepts of 

Expressions and equations ,Graphs, Ratio and proportion ,Time 

and probability and try to recall what we have learn 

*Having the concept on the above unit, Please answer question no 

13,14,17,19,20,21 of End of Year Review on page 191&192 

Friday 

Revision  

*Please go to unit 6,9,13 and refer the basic concepts of 

Expressions and equations ,Graphs, planning and collecting and try 

to recall what we have learn 

*Having the concept on the above unit, Please answer question no 

22,23,24,25 of End of Year Review on page 191&192 


